JURO Tumbler 20 oz Stainless Steel Vacuum Insulated Tumbler with
Lids and Straw [Travel Mug] Double Wall Water Coffee Cup for Home,
Office, Outdoor Works Great for Ice Drinks and Hot Beverage - Black
Review-2021

Stay Hot or Stay Cold- Retain the temperature of your chosen beverage for a prolonged period of
time when you choose Juro. Any drink that is hot, like coffee, can stay hot for up to 6 hours. Cooler
drinks, (i.e. lemonade), can stay cold for up to 24 hours. The high-quality stainless steel and the
double-walled insulation design ensures beverage can stay either hot or cold over time.
Unique Lids- Features two unique lids to choose from when enjoying your beverage. A new Slider
Lid is fast and simple to use. It was inspired by the millions of coffee drinkers that enjoy sipping on
their drinks quickly. Also provided is the Flip Lid, which allows you to enjoy your drink safely. The
tight clip seal on the Flip Lid helps prevent splashing and spilling. A Steel Straw is provided to sip on
your beverages casually and a Straw Cleaner will keep your straw fresh and pristine.
Sleek and Lightweight- Made with 100% Stainless Steel. Gently fits into your hand with an
Anti-Sweat design. The 20 oz. lightweight and compact feel make it easy to fit into most car cup
holders. Carry around your beverages whether out at the mall, soccer game, or park. Stay refreshed
and hydrated no matter what adventure life takes you on.
Eco-Friendly- Stop wasting and polluting with store bought plastic bottles and cups. Help save the
ecosystem by using less plastic and distributing less waste across the globe by using a washable
and reusable alternative to your daily beverage intake. Protect yourself and the lives of plants and
animals around you by choosing Juro. When washing, our tumbler is BPA Free so you are safe from
toxins.
Warranty- Juro is proud to offer a Lifetime Warranty on our Juro 20oz Tumbler.STAY HOT
Keep drinks hot for up to 6 hours.
STAY COLD
Keep drinks cold for up to 24 hours.
2 LIDS
Choose either Slider or Flip Lid. Decrease risk of spills.
SLEEK DESIGN
Stylish design fits most car cup holders.
BPA FREE
No toxins. Dishwasher friendly.
CHOOSE YOUR BEVERAGE
Coffee, Lemonade, Soda, Tea, etc. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021,
buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

